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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS
Working with arguments becomes a complexity of life
as man strives to influence others, or as he is persuaded
by those who influence him.

Stephen Toulmin, a British

logician noted for developing a contemporary model of argument analysis, has likened the complexities of an argument
to the form of an organism replete with an anatomical and
physiological structure.

This physiological level of form

has important implications for those concerned with a
search for meaning ii1 the analysis of arguments.

"It is,"

as Toulmin states, "at this physiological level that the
idea of logical form has been introduced and here

tha~

the

validity of our arguments has ultimately to be established
or refuted."l

Therefore, it is this fol'm of argumentation

and the Toulmin mode of reduction which will become the
area of focus in a study investigatin g a contemporary
me thod of argume nt analysis.
Traditionally the syllogism has served as a

·------- - ---·---

1steph e n Ede ls ton Toulmin, T~~Y...?...~.s of _t.~ment
(London : Cam b r i d ge Un i v e r s i t y P r e s s , 19 64) , p . 9 4 .
1

2

prototype for the reduction of deductive arguments into
their various elements.

Since Aristotle the three propo-

sitions of the syllogism, the major premise, the minor
premise and the conclusion, have served as a foundation
for structuring the various forms of deductive argumentation.

As recently as 1958) Stephen Toulmin proposed a

replacement for this traditional form.

The Toulmin Model,

as the proposal has come to be known, refashions the three
propositions of the syllogism and supplements these elements with a second tripartite:

support for the major

premise, the qualification and the rebuttal used for the
conclusion.

Thus, the employment of the Toulmin format

offers to the analyst a system of six elements for simplifying the reduction of arguments.

Three of these are basic

in argumentation, and the other three are those factors
which distinguish the Toulmin model from the traditional
syllogism and add particular emphasis to the concentration
of an argument's elements within the context of a single
unit of proof> which in a syllogistic mode requires extralogic al operations.

Toulmin deve loped his six element

model to, as he states, "build up from scratch a pattern of
analy s is which will do justice to all the distinctions
which proper procedu re forces upon us ." 2

3

Douglas Ehninger and Wayne Brockriede first recog nized the importance of the Toulmin model to argumentation
theory.

In 1960, they introduced this relationship and

have, more recently expanded Toulmin's model in their work
Decision __p..Y....Jleb ate. 3
Since its introduction, the relationship of the
model to argumentation theory has been the subject of a
number of textbooks, dissertations, and related articles.
A consensus of .these writings notes the significance of the
model as a tool for the restructuring of argume nts.
It has been the structural difference between
loulmin and the traditional syllogism that has generated
a question of suitability.

Proponents of Toulmin point to

the exp anded model as one that fills the need for a mode
of analysis design e d to synthesize complex arguments.
They also call attention to the advantage of using six
elements instead of three in the layout of arguments.

The

signific ance of using Toulmin to analy ze arguments is
cited by A. J. Freeley:
By laying ou t his argum e nts in the form of the
structu r al mod e l, the advocate gains an additional
opportunity to an a lyze the whole complex of the

3Douglas Ehning e r and Wayne Br ockriede, Decision
By Debat e (New York: Dodd, Me ad and Camp any, 1"9 6 8 )-,----:--·-~--,- (I

pp.

cn-·~ Ou.
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arguments, and to select certain portions of the
argument for further examination by the application
of appropriate tests of evidence and reasoning.4
The advantages gained from using six elements becomes apparent in the case with which one reduces a camp lex
argument.

Preliminary exercises using both models on argu-

ments of the kind sampled in this study have indicated the
reduction process which offers additional elements for restructuring permits for an ease of handling in argument
layout.

A commentary on an exercise noting advantages and

shortcomings of each layout will be made in a later
chapter.
Toulmin developed his concepts for the laying out
of arguments from a conflict between classical thought and
two personally held convictions; first, he objected to
tradition in that a syllogistic conclusion is redundant
because it offers no new information; and second, he
pointed to the difficulty of using the syllogism in checking the validity of everyday disputes.

Of the many types

of claims one makes in the advancement of arguments,
Toulmin noted that:
We make claims about the future, and b ac k them
by reference to our experience of how things have

4Au s t in J . F r e e 1 e y , A ~~.~~~-~t c~~~.2E_-.£:!2~..J!e 1?_-~~-£.

(Belmont:

Wadsworth Printing Company, In c .) 1971), p. 147.

s
gone in the past; we make assertions about a man's
feelings or about his legal status, and back them
by references to his utterances and gestures, or
to his place of birth or to the statutes of nationality; we adopt moral positions and pass aesthetic
judgment, and declare support for scientific
theories or politic a l causes, in each case producing
as grounds for our conclusion statements of quite
other logical types than the conclusion itself.
Whenever we do any of these things, there can be no
question of the conclusion's being regarded as a
mere restatement in other wo~ds of something already stated implicitly . . .
The opinion that Toulmin held on the syllogism's inadequacy in mirroring the rational processes man uses to
argu e and settle claims grew from a divergence existing
between a philosopher's question about the world, and the
\vorld that ordinary man experiences .

This difference led

to a belief on the part of Toulmin that, " . . . testing
our ideas against our actual practice of argumentassessment) rather th an against a philosopher's ideal, we
shall eventually build up a picture very different from
the traditional one . "6
Due to the abundance of complex arguments advanced
in today's multi-medi a society the attainment of a workable form of argument analysis has been a c ri tical goal.
It is the vi ew of this study that the Toulmin model holds

5 Toulmin, 9J2.· f_it., pp. 124-25.

6!bid., p. 10.

6

great potential for the criticism and analysis of such complex arguments.

THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem.

The purpose of this study

is to investigate a contemporary model of argument analysis
and pass judgment on the value of employing the Toulmin
mode 1 in the analysis of complex arguments.

This study

investigates the nature of the model in its working relationship to various arguments chosen for analysis, and from
this process conclusions are drawn as to the model's value
and workability.
Limi t~. ti_ons of the s tu_~r_.

The arguments used in

this study will be samples selected from the acceptance
speech of Richard Nixon given before the 1972 Republican
National Convention.

Although the arguments will be

treated to a systematic analysis of content on the Toulmin
model, and many inferences could be drawn from such an
analysis, it is not a goal of this study to make a critical
appraisal of the speech or the speechmaker .

It is felt

that the importance of the study lies in its st a ted purpose and that a classification of rhetorical proofs should
be made from the results of the analysis for the intent of
enhancin g conclusions made on the mode l's value.

7

Importance of the

stu~):>

The custom of establishing

value of a new theory through inquiry is a universally
recognized procedure.

The Toulmin model was selected for

this inquiry because of a need to add to an existing body
of knowledge which states but does not prove the value
which Toulmin holds for argument analysis.

The campaign

speeches of Richa rd Nixon were selected as they seem to
typify this rhetorical mode common to contemporary political discourse.
The analysis of Nixon's arguments on the Toulmin
model will provide (1) data for commenting on th e value of
the model as a process through its us c as a tool of analy sis; (2) a commentary on (a) Richard Nixon's use of logic
and reasoning for the conclusions offered, and (b) the
validity of the material used in the srunples; and (3) a
suggestion for variations in utilizing the Toulmin model.
The critical need for attaining a workable tool
used in the analysis of complex arguments was alluded to
earlier.

Wayne Brockriede and Douglas Ehninger have

writt en of the impo r tance of this mode 1 p and in a call for
further study they have stated:
Toulmin has supplied us with a contemporary
methodolo gy, which in many res pects makes the traditional unnece ssary. The basic theory h as herein
been ampl ified, s ome ext ensi ons have been made,
and illustrations of \.,r orkab ility h ave been supplied.

8

All this is not meant to be an end, but rather the
be ginning of an inquiry into a new, contemporary
dyn amic, and usable logic for argument.?
It is hoped that this inquiry will point up the usefulness
of the Toulmin mode l as an integral systems approach to
argument analysis.
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
The Toulmin Model
For the purpose of this study the "Tou lmin model"
is interpreted to mean that construct described by Toulmin
in his Hark, :_fh~_J!s e~f Argument.8

The model, designed

for the purpose of analyzing arguments, employs a special
pattern for the layout of an argument's six elements·.
These elements are identified by Toulmin as data (D),
warrant (W), claim (C), backing (B), qualifier (Q), and
rebutt a l (R) .

As described by Toulmin these elements take

on the specific meaning:
D a taj_~.

Fact and opinion that ans·w ers the ques -

tion, "What have you got to go on?"

In the traditional

sense, the minor premise can be recogni ze d as the data of

7\~ayne Brock r ic de and Douglas Ehn:i.nger, "Toulmin on

Argument:

An Int e rpretation and flppl:i.cat:i.on,"

~-ou~l!aJ~_S_pcec~,

Q.~~<::Ete...!:l:.L

XLVI: 1 (I~ebruary, 1.960 ), 53 .

8Toulmih, loc . cit.
(An illustration of argument
analysis emp loyingthe -To-ulmin cons truc t can be found on
p ages 47 a nd 48) .

9

the Toulmin model.

In its dynamic relationship to the

elements of an argument data is regarded as a departure
point as reasoning moves toward a conclusion.
Warrant (W).
argument.

A warr ant is the dynamic force of an

It answers the question,

11

How do you get

there?'', and in this sense it is the step involved as on e
reasons from data to claim.

It is the inference made, and

it may be stated or left unstated.

In a syllogism it · is

termed the major premise and in the Toulmin format it is
the assertion that typifies· a specific kind of proof.
~laim

(C) .

The claim of the Toulmin construct is

the conclusion of the syllogism.

It is the controversial

statement of an argument--the explicit appeal.
The preceding elements of the Toulmin model parallel the three propositions of the syllogism in meaning and
function , and are the indispensable parts of a deductive
argument .

Beyond this, the resemblance of Toulmin to the

syllogism ends as the model under study expands to a second
tripartite of elements, each of which may or may not be
present in the subject under analysis, ·depending upon the
argument's degree of complexity.
Ba ck_ing

(B2~ ·

Assurances given for warr an ts of an

10

argument become backing in the Toulmin. formation.

Because

of their affinity to a warrant, kinds of backing will change
as different arguments are scrutinized.
Qualifi~_!:__j.Ql_ .

claim of an argument.

. A qualifier addres ses itself to the
The claim might be limited by a

qualifying term of "presumably," "almost certainly,"
"always," etc.; and in its relationship to a '-!arrant, a
qualifier indicates the strength conferred on the claim by
a warrant.

Rebuttal (R) .

The term rebuttal in the Toulmin

sense is a condition of exception to an argument.

A re-

bu ttal supplements a claim and is an indicator of condi tions needed to set aside a warrant.
Ar g unu~_E_!_An~J.2.·

Through out this inquiry argu -

men t analysis is interpreted to mean that operational
pro ced ure use d in the separation and classification of an
argume nt' s c lements and the identification of rh et orical
proofs .
Rhet _orica~.E.E..~.£.fs,.

As r eas onin g moves from data

to claim the resulting arg ument may devel op into one of
three rheto ri c a l p r oofs :
motiv at ion a l.

sub s tantive, au thorit at ive, or

For th e purpo se of this st udy th e meani ng

11

of these three terms is:
Substantive

3.-.r_g u~~n!~ ·

Type I proofs are understood

to b e this kind of argument, and are so ordered from the
assumption made concerning th e relationship about phenomena
in the external world.

This is carried to the argument in

the sense of a warrant, and traditionally the argument was
typified under the category termed logical.
Authoritative

a~umen!3._..

Type I I proofs are tradi-

tionally r eferre d to as ethical and they reflect an assumption made about the source of an argument's dat a .
Hotivation al a!.,gu.ment.s_.

Type III proofs were lcnmvn

as the genre of p a thetic, and are a derivation generated
out of an assumpti on concerning itself with the inner being
and behavio r of the audience bei ng addressed.

CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE
Advocates on both sides of the Toulmin controversy
have raised important issues in the discussion of the model
and the implications it holds for the study of rhetoric or
philosophy.

It is of interest, to note where the division

lies on the question of this relationship.

Rhetoricians,

for the most part are to be considered pro Toulmin, while
logicians have been censorious of the model and of the
meaning it holds for philosophy.

This chapter will review

important writings concerned with this dialogue and the
discussion will be aligned along this proponent-opponent
split.
Douglas Ehninger and Wayne Brockriede have made an
in depth evaluation of the Toulmin model and suggest that,
"traditional Aristotelian logic provides an imperfect
description of how men actually reason in argumentative
controversies .

A more accurate and useful logic may be

inferred from the formulations of the contemporary English
logician, Stephen Toulmin.••l

The Ehninger and Brockriede

1nouglas Ehninger and Wayne Brockriede, Decision
~Debate (New York:
Dodd, Mead and Company, 1968),
p. VlL
12

13

work is a debate textbook, and their interest in Toulmin
is an outgrowth of their mutual belief in the shortcomings of the syllogism.
Toulmin's new perspective for the layout and analysis of arguments has been the subject of d iscussion in
othe r texts.

Wilson and Arnold, Rogge and Ching, and

Barrett are wri te rs in the field of speech who have recognized the value of the Toulmin model to argument analysis.2
Wilson and Arnold note that Toulmin's model helps the
analy s t identi fy the rational justifica tions of an argumen t.

Rogge and Ching sugges t th at the an al yst is able

intuitively to see the weakness of an argument by putting
point s in their proper relationship on the Toulmin mbdel.
Pin all y, Barrett points t o the mode l's value in checking
the source's reasoning patterns that might not surface in
the sy llogism.
Gary Cronkhite, in his boo k on persu asive pro cesses ,
has recognized the Toulmin model as pos sess ing "great

2
John F. Wi lson and Car roll C. Arnold, Public
§_Q~l~ in g_~___E:__Li_~_e !:_~1 Art (Boston:
Allyn and Bacon:· Inc. ,
1~), pp. 139 - 42 ; see also Edwa r d Rogge and J ames C.
Chi ng , Advan<:ed _Pub 1 i c S_r._~a~:in _g_ (New York: Ilo 1 t , Rinehart
and Winston, 1%6), pp . ~9-101; Harold Barrett> Practical
Methods in Sp e ech (New York: Ho lt, Rinehart and.-Winston-;T~ro-s·r-;--p P ~--rog.:l.-r.

14
utility in describing a part of the process of persuasion."3

Cronkhite answers those critics questioning the

model's ability to handle complicated arguments by suggesting a design variation whose distinctive feature is a
quality r esembling the "flow principle" peculiar to the
field of computer prog ramming.
In his work, ~~s_2~e P!:£.Eara tion_:_Th~Na.~~~:.~.....£!.

Proof, E. Bettinghaus points to the advantage of using
Toulmin to detect the effect that errors and omissions have
on an argument's claim; but here againt as in most instances where claims have been advanced for the model,
the author makes no examination or analysis to justify his
assertion. 4
Two doctoral dissertations support the Toulmin model
in its relationship to the study of rhetoric.
Robert G. Smith analyzed three examples of ab olition
petitions, given befo re the House of Representatives,
Dece mb er , 1835 and the Toulmin model was employed for his
analy si s .

Smith's pu rpose was to dem on strat e that the

3
Gary Cronkhit e, Persuasion: Sneech and Behavioral
cl~~.&.£ (New York: The B06lJs""::11'er1:In:--c·~·r>-any;-r0-69T:-p:--f5".
4Envin P. J3ettinghaus , l'-1 e ~~~V:ge Prep_~;ati~__: __ The_
Nature of Proof (N ew Yo rk: Thei3oDbs-Mern. .LJ. Company,

T9 u6·T-, Pl3-.-ro-z::-1o.
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model "gives a good picture of an argument, but for it to
be of optimum value to the critic it needs adaptation."S
He completed an analysis of "real life" samples and from
that derived several conclusions, among which is the point
of view that, "Toulmin's method gives the rhetorician
another tool with which to work.

Only as it is used can

its strengths and weaknesses be cliscernecl."6
Holt V. Spicer's dissertation differed from the
Smith investigation in its approach to the Toulmin model
ancl its philosophical relationship to the study of rhetoric.
The study was a philosophical positioning of the school of
Analytic Philosophy in its affinity to rhetoric.
lytic philosophers are a school that,

a~

The ana-

Spicer points out>

"solve philosophical problems by discovering their mean ing."7

This functional approach to analyzing arg ument s has

important implications for the r hetorician, "For," as
Spicer clearly points out, "if functional analysis can
clarify con ce pts, Toulmin' s ob se rvations on reasoning about

5Robert Gordon Smith, "The Argume nts Over Abolition
Petitions in the House of Representatives in December,
1835: A Toulmin Analysis" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1962)s p. 24.

6l£}.:..Cl· ,

p. 2 89.

7Holt V. Spicer , "Stephen Toulmin's Punctional Analysis of Lo gic and Ethos and Its Relationship to Rhetoric"
(unpubli s he d Doctor's dissertation, Un ivers ity of Oklahoma,
1964)' p. 63.

16
ethical, scientific, and ordinary questions may well be of
value to the rhetorician ."8

And, from this point of view

it was a logic al step to the conclusion that, "Th e branch
of philosophy see ms especially well adapted to rhetoric.
Its emphasis on common language and common reasoning and
its concern with ethical problems relate it closely to the
majo r concerns of rhetoric and would seem to justify fur ther rhetorical invcstigation."9
Three -philosophical criticisms of the Toulmin ap preach f or the use s of argument were voiced by Ot t o Bird,
Hector Castan ada, and J. C. Cooley.lO

Each criticism took

a definite approach to drawing the relationship existing

between Toulmin and the meaning that thesis has for philosophy.

Each criticism discussed the weakness observed in

the terminology of the logician which has little meaning
in a study concerned Hith the worth Toulmin has for the
body of rhetoric.
Jimmie D. Tre nt in his dis se rtation, "Stephen E.

------ ----·-8

Ibj:i·,

p. 6s.

9lbid.' p. 171.
10otto Bird, "The Re discove r y of the Topics: Professor Toulrnin's Infer ence Warrants," Mind, LXX (July,
1961), 534 -3 9; see also llector Cas tanada,- 11 0n a Proposed
Revol u t:i. on in Lo gic ," P~~ iJ os o p_t~y_ ?._f___~~-~nc<::.) XXV I 1 (July,
19 6 0 ) , 2 7 9 - 9 2 ; J . C • Coo 1c y , 11lr.li f), r. I o u-lll1i n ' s Rev o 1 uti on
in Lo g i c , " J o UJ:_n a.!_~ f Ph i 1 o 5_?J~~Z , Lv I ( 19 s9 ) , 29 '7 - 319 .

17
Toulmin's Argument Model as an Instrument for Criticism of
Forensic Speeches, " attempts as Trent states, "t o test the
Toulrnin system as an instrument for criticizing argume nts
in speeches by applying as a criteria the advantage s
c laimed f o r it by Br ockriede and Ehninger. " ll
Trent listed twenty judgments which comment on t he
functional rel a tionship existing between Toulmin and the
traditional method of analy s is.
teres t here.

Trent noted that,

Item fifteen is of in11

\vhen arguments are of

minimum complexity, Toulrnin ' s sp a tial positioning aids
analysis by providing immediate identification of any step
in the argument."12
After analyz i ng the sample arguments on the Toulmin
model Tre nt concluded that, "in most aspects neithe r systern was superior, " l3 and, " in short, Toulmin's fou r most
basic changes in argume nt makes analysis of forensi c arguments more difficult. 11 14
An effort has been made in the present revie w of

llJimmie D. Trent , " Steph e n E. Toulrnin's Argume nt
i'v!od e l as an Instrume nt for Criticism of Fo rse ns ic Sp eeches"
(unpublish e d Do c tor's dissertation, Purdue Unive r sity,
1966), p .. 12.
12rbid., p. 9 0 .
13Ibic!_. , p. 9 2.

14.D?Jcl .' P· 9 4.
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literature to point up both the pro-Toulmin and antiToulmin criticisms of the mode l.

These criticisms have

focused upon the problem of a working logic versus an
idealized logic.

Toulmin asserted th a t the categories of

formal logic are simplistic, unresponsive, and misapplied
as a tool available for analysis of the complex issues of
the day.lS

This assertion has been challenged by some and

supported by others who wish to prove the value of the
Toulmin model.

Both the negative and positive criticism

has, for some reason, stopped short of advancing acclaim
or censure f or the form Toulmin uses in the layout of arguments.

It is noted that in only two of the instances

cited, have arguments of the "real-·world 11 been investigated in a study.

It is a desire of the writer to take

this furth er step and utilize contemporary arguments in
the formulation of a comment ary on th e :form of the model
and its role in the analysis of the arguments sampled.

15 ·r ou 1mJ.n,
·
·
!?E.· c1t.,
pp. 146 - 210 .

CHAPTER III
THE TOULMIN MODEL
Since the advent of the Toulmin model a question of
value arises whenever the syllogism is employed in the reduction of a camp lex argument:

" Is the s'yll ogi.sm with its

traditional propositi ons equal to the force of a construct
employing six elements to analyze c omplicated arguments?' '
The inadequacy of the syllogism is at the center of the
issue.

If the elements of an argument are thought to be

critical entities in the establishment of proof, then the
advantage of using the model with a greater number of elements is an important considerati on for the reduction of
complex argume nts.

The worth of analyzing a contemporary

argument on the Toulmin construct comes fr om the advantage
of restructuring a complicated argument on a construct employing si x elements.
Toulmin analogized argumentation as a series of
steps beginning with the con cept of evidence offered

Cl S

data, proc eeding th rough inferences made , and moving towards an accepted claim.

In offering a model fo r the

analysis of these steps, the syl logism was expanded to correct deficiencies in the traditional method of analysis
19
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which might negate a complex argument or question its validity.

These imperfections emerging as fragmented opera-

tions are used as elements in the cou rse of analyzing the
support material of a complicated argume nt.

As each

operation occurs, the probability for the error that would
fault the total process increases.

The Toulmin model on

the other hand accounts for the support of an argument 's
claim and warrant through the elements of qualifier, rebuttal and backing, and in a unified operation it formulates these additional elements into a spatial pattern
nonlinear in design.

It is this unifying quality that

dramatizes the dynamic nature of the argument by accenting
forces existing between the elements of the Toulmin model.
The six elements and their relationship to one
another was set forth by Toulmin in the following manner:
Data--...,--

~.~~>(so )

g_ualifier, Claim
A,..

(sin ce )
Warrant

J

- (u nless)
Rebuttal

(on account of)
Backing
This is the formul a which will be applied to an argument

21
under analysis in this study.

There are two basic steps to

this proce ss; first, adjustments are made in the content of
a sample being analyzed by the concise iestatement of an
argument and the division of its text into particular elements; second, a realignment of these elements into the
Toulmin construct i s accomplished.

It is believed that

the nature of this model can be understood by employing it
to analyze a political argument of the type to be sampled
in this study.
In 1968, Richa r d M. Nixon delivered a speech accepting the Republican presidential nomination.

In this

speech Mr. Ni xon developed an argument for ending the
Vietnam Wa r.

The thesis of the Nixon proposal is found in

three paragraphs of

his~ p-e-ech .

- That port-ion of the text-

published in Vi t~~-~ e e ches of the Da)_:, September, 19 6 8,
follows:
. . . . For four y ears this Administration (th e
reference is to the John son Presidency) has had at
its dispo sal the greatest military and economic advantage that on e nation h as h ad over another in a
war in history. For four years America's fi gh ting
me n have set a record for courage and sacrifice un surpassed in our hi st ory. For four years this administration h as had the support of the loyal oppo sition for the objective of seeking an ho norable
end to the stru gg le.
Never has so much military and economic and
diplomatic power been used so ineffectivel y. And
if aft er all of this time, and all of this sacrifice,
and all of this support there is no en d in sight,
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then I say the time has come for the !vnerican people
to turn to new leadership not tied to the mistakes
of the past. That is what we offer to America.
And I pledge to you tonight that the first priority foreign policy objective of our next administration will bring an honorable end to the war in
Vietnam. 1
Following is the restatement of the main point of
Nixon's argument and a placement of the elements on the
Toulmin mode 1:
DATA:
-------~-->..~:> (so) QUALIFIER, CLAIM
For four ye a r s the Johnson
_,...I pledge that the first
Administration has had the
priority of the changresources to end the war
ing administration will
in Vietnam.
bring an (honorable)
end to the Vietnam War.
(since)
WARRANT:
Americans are motivated by a desire to end
the war and it still goes on.
(Unstated
Warrant)
(becaus e)
BACKING:
Never h as so
effe ctively ,
is no end i n
has come for

mu ch materi a l been used so in -

and after all this -· if there
sight to the war - the time
change.

The arrangement of elements of the Nixon argume nt was based

1 Richard M. Nixon, "Acceptance Speech:

Candidate
For Pre s ident, 11 Vit al Speeche s of the Day , XXXIV:22
(Scp tembe r, 196 8},6 75 ./---
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on tests suggested by Toulmin in developing his model.
First, the statement about the Johnson history of resource
deployme nt conforms to the requirements suggested for the
element of data.
have to go on'!"

It answers the question:

"Wha t do you

Second, th e connection tying the concept s

of claim to data is the Nixon appeal to end the war stated
in the claim and understood to be the motivating factor of
the unsta te d warrant.

These tests, the connecting appeal

and the establishment of support for the claim which
necessarily follows, clearly denote the data of the Nixon
argument.
The claim of the argument is an explicit appeal for
a change of administration which will bring about an
honorable end to the war.

This appeal, in an oblique man-

ner, ties the need for change to the failure of the
Johnson administration to reach an end to the war.

This

goal, although it is stated specifically in th e claim, i s
an implicit factor of the warrant.

The relationship be-

tween this desired goal and content of the argument's elements establish an actuat iv e claim to effect change and
it enunciates th e role of the warrant.

Thi s motivational

line of reasoning is undersc ored by the warrant making an
assumption ab out the wants of an audi ence and links th ese
wants to the desire d goal.

The backing for this warrant
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takes the form of a reminder that there "is no end in sight
to the war," and is a stronger motivating factor than the
reported fact that resource s have been used effectively.
It should be noted that Nixon employs the qualifying
term

11

honorable" to describe the kind of ending which will

be sought.

Of his t ori cal in teres t, is the fact that Nixon

failed in his attempt to reach an honorable end to the war
before his election to a second term and that this commitment never became a decisive campaign issue of 1972.
It has been shown through the analysis of an argument on the Toulmin model the ease with which the sample
is reduc ed into a unified pattern clearly separating the
individual elements and allowing for their recognition.
From this layout, a line of reasoning was iden tif ied and a
judgment was made as to the type of rhetorical proof em p loye d.

Have the cl ai ms rega rdi ng the ease with which the
Toulmin model can be use d to analyze complex deductive
arguments been sub stantiated?

It is felt th a t an analysis

annotating the premise and the c oncl usions of Nixon's argu-

ment is needed for c omparison.

The following layout is

this annotation:
1.

Fo r four years Johnson has had the
resources to end the war.

Premise
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2.

There is no end to the war.

Premise

The resources to end the ,.,rar have
been used ineffectively.

From 1 & 2

4.

A desire to end the war motivates
most Americans.

Premise
Unstated

5.

As leader of the Republican Party
I pledge that a Republican Administration will b ring an honorable
end to the ,., ar.

Premise

6.

Tho se who desire an e nd to the
war will desire an d vote for a
Republican Administration.

From 4 & 5
Unstated

7.

After all of the ineffectiveness
and war of the Johnson Administration the time h as come to elect
a Re publican Administration who
vii 1 1 e f f e c t ch an g e .

Premise
From 3 & 6

8.

The Republicans offer Americans
change.

Premise

A vote for a Republican Administration will brin g change and an
end to war and ineff ec tiveness.

From 7 & 8
Unstate d

;. 3.

.·. 9.

A comp aris on of both examples of analysis imme diately focuses on the concentration and unity that the
Toulmin model affords to the content of the total argument
bein g anal y zed.

In employing Toulmin' s model, a compl ex

argument is condensed into a format with a max imum of six
elements instead of an open-ended schema required in the
process of annot a tion.

Thus, the choice of Toulmin does

short-circuit many of the extralogical steps inherent in
the syllogism, and the dynamic re l ati onship between
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elements of an argument becomes apparent and easily recognizable.

It is understood that a choice

b~tween

the

Toulmin model or a syllogism is one of personal preference.
But, it is the position of this study that Toulmin does
offer more options to the analyst dealing in complex arguments.

CHAPTER IV
THE NIXON ARGUMENTS:

AN ANALYSIS

On August 23, 1972, President Richard M. Nixon addressed the Republican National Convention accepting its
nomination for Office of the President of the United
States.

In his speech Nixon advanced several arguments

discussing the policy differences between his administration and those of the opposition Democrats.

The gen-

eral areas in which Nixon perceived differences were those
of discrimination, economy, law and order, and peace and
security.l

These diffe r ences emerged as a series of good -

willed arguments and wer e warranted by sociopolitical conditions perceived by the candidate.

The economy of the

country had recovered during four years of Nixon

1The complete text of th e remarks of the President

to the 1972 Republic an National Convention are cont ained
in Appendix A. The source for the appendix was a press
release from the Office of the White Hous e Secretary, The
White House (Miami Beach, Florida), dated August 2.3, 1972,
10:27 P.M. EDT to 11:0 8 P.M. EDT. The title of th e reJ.ea~e:
Rem ar k:;_ ?f J:.!.~~_Pr~~-~_r:l~_!_o the 1972 R~u~_l_ic:a~
Nat101Hll Conven t1on: Conv e ntion Hall, M1am1 Beach,
TfToricra::--,.rne text·O:t-fl~re1ease was aut1ier1tJ.cateC1 against
a t ape recording made from the C:olumb i a Broadcas ti ng Systern television coverage of the event and in the writer's
personal library.
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administrative policies.

He was proud of this record.

American involvement in Vietnam continued to be a devisive
forc e in this country, and a majority of Americans were
discouraged by the war.

Yet, Nixon was confident of his

administration's role in the search for pea ce.

The

national trend of using quotas in employment, school desegregation and the processes of a political convention had
alarmed many Americans.

Nixon answered this alarm ..

Finally, a concern for law and order was prevalent in many
communities of America .

Nixon responded to this concern.

Thi s is how Ni xon related his arguments to the audience he
was addressing.

His issues mi r r ore d what he felt were

issues in the minds of a majority of Americans.

Using the

Toulmin model, th e arguments related to th e se issue s will
be analyzed.
DISCRIMINATION
The thru s t of Nixon ' s argument to end discrimination

(D -1 )2 i s carried by an attack on the use of quotas, a system introduced by the adv ocates of reform in the 1972
Demo crati c Pa rty Convention process.

The thesis of the

argum e nt is embodied in Nixon ' s appeal to reject the quota

2lbid.

p

p. 63.
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system which is characterized as a form of reverse discrimination.
Finally, as the Vice President has indicated,
you have demonstrated to the nation that we can
have an op en convention without quotas.
Let us commi t ourselves to rule out every vestige of discrimi nation in this coun try of ours.
13ut my fellow Ameri cans, the way to end disc rimination against some is not to begin discrimin ation against othe rs .
·
Dividin g Americans into quotas is totally
alien to Americ an tradition.
Americ ans don't want to be part of a qu ota .
They want to be part of Am erica. This nation
proudly ca lls itself the United States of
Ameri ca. Let us reject any philosophy that .
would make us t h e divided people of America.3

This argument can be analyzed by use of the Toulmin
model in the following manner:
JI)ATAl:

-b----d

-------,-·--7

t 1as een e monstrated that we can have
an open convention without dividing Americans
into quotas.

CLAIM:
Let us commit ourselve s
to rule out discrimination . But the way to
end discrimination . is not
to discriminate against
oth ers. Let us reject a
philosophy that would divide Arne rica.

WARRANT:
.Americans don't want to be part of
a quota.
BACKING:
Dividing Americans into quotas is
totally alien to America.
3 Ib.lC..
1
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The elements as

th~y

are diagrammed illustrate t hat

Nixon in his remarks on discrimination, argued from the
evidence that the Republicans h ave just held an open convention without quotas, to a claim for ruling out discrimination and rejecting the philosophy of the quota system.
The dat a , whose role in an argument is the reporting of evidence, states that the Republican Party has
just held an open convention.

The warrant, assuring a

continuum of reason from data to claim, is a stateme nt
about the existence of a relationship between Americans
and their feelings about quotas.

It is because of this

feeling that an appeal for rejection of the quota system,
although implicit, is the option left open to claim.

It

is this aspect of the warrant that generates a claim in
the form of an appeal to re ject the quota system which
would divide Americans.
philo s ophy that any quota

Also tied to this claim is a
sy~tem

is a form of reverse dis-

crimination.
Finally, to the listener who is not convinced of
the relationship between ari open convention with the rejection of quotas and ruling out of discrimination with
the rejection of quotas, Nixon argues, in backing for th e
warrant, th at dividin g Americans into quot as is totally
alien to tradition.

This backing certifies the principle
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that · ''Americans don't want to be part of a quota."
Nixon, arguing for putting an end to di s crimination,
employs a motivational proof in making an actuative claim.
The function of a warrant and it s backin g in an actuative
claim is the motivation of a listener to the acceptance of
an appeal.

In this case, the ruling out

~f

discrimination

and the rejection of a quota philosophy is the appeal, and
the warrant and its b ack ing are the reasons given for its
accept ance.

Thus, the Nixon argument becomes a restate-

ment in principle of the relationship Ehninger and
Brockriede obs e rved existing within a moti vat ional proof:
"when a claim calls for an evaluation or a wi 11 i~!].eS s __!2.
act (italics not in ori gi nal), the warrant must state some
motive whi ch underwrites it."4
ECONOMICS
Nixon debate d the differences betwe en a Republican
and Democratic economic progro..m on the i ss ues of uncmploy ments taxes and welfare.

This discussion . notated as argu-

ments E-1 thro ugh E-3 in Appendix A,s is a restateme nt of

4nougl as Ehninge r and Wayne 13rockriede, De_ ci.~ion_l.Y.
Dodd, Mead and Companyp 1968), p.163 .

De£_ate (Ne\v York:

S1Uch ard ivl. Nixon~ S:E.· c~t., pp. 66-67.
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the general theme :

this Republican administration's work-

able econ omic policies have resulted in the United States
having the highest growth rate of any industrial nation.
Fo llowing are remarks which unde rl ine this theme and in traduce Nixon's t h ree economic arguments:
We have the greatest rate of growth of any industrial nation.
Americans h ave more jobs at higher wages than
in any country of the world . Our rate of inflati on
is less than that o f any industrial nation.
The incomparable productivity of America's
farmer has made it possible for us t o launch a
winning war against hunger in the United States,
and that productivity of our· farmers also makes
us the best fed people in the world with the
lowest percentage of the family budget going to
food of any country j n the world.6
The Nixon argument on unemployment ( E- 1) 7 questions
t h e worth of a Democratic program whose results would
t he employment hopes of every American wanting work."
arguing for the continuation of his administration ' s
progr am ~

Nixon employs a substantive proof in making a

designative claim.

The l ayout of argument E-1 on the

Toulmin model follows :

6

.!_bid.' p . 65.

7
Jbid. ' P· 66.

11

end
In
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DATA:
The new economic policies
of this administration have
created million s of jobs
reducing unemployment
averages of the preceding
Democr ati c Administrations .

CLAIM:
The way to r ea ch this
goal is to stay on the
new road we have chartered to move America forward.

WARRANT:
The goals and the policies of this administration are the same,
a job for every unemployed Ame rican.

REBUTTAL:
Unless we take a sharp
detour to the left, following the philosophy of
the Democr ats an d dashing
the hopes of the American
people.

BACKING:
Because the goals and the policies of
this administration are tied to an un parall ed increase in new jobs without
war and inflation.
This sample argument illustrates the explicit relationship between data and claim de s cribed by Toulmin in
the deve 1opmen t of his mode l.

The ph ras e "moving America

forward 11 appeals expl icitly to data reporting "the reduction of unemployment because of economic policies which
have c re ated millions of job s. "

An appeal to

11

Stay on the

new road'' examines the unemployment gains attributed to
these policies in conjw1ction with the failure of the
Democ ra tic program preceding them.
When the explicit relati on s h ip of data to claim in
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argument E-1 is examined together with the implicit relationship of warrant to claim already noted as existing in
argument D-1, the rule, "data are appealed explicitly,
warrants implicitly" es tab 1 is he d by Toulmin 8 for dis tinguishing between data and warrants, is attested to.
The designative nature of this claim establishes a
causal relationship between the three elements of the substantive proof.

The warrant states a "cause to effect"

expectancy generated from information within the data and
claim.

The additional

elem ~ nt

of backing functions in its

role as assurance for acceptance of the warrant.
It is noted that the functional criteria outlined
by Toulmin for the element of backing are met, in that
"backing for w arran t.s can b e expressed as ca tegor:i. cal
statements of fact."9

In this case the backin g categori -

cally states that this "administration's goals and
policies are tied to an increase in employment without war
and inflation. 1 '
11

This statem e nt certifies the principl e of

no changcrr expressed in the wa rrant) and it is apparent

that the rc buttal-,v<·J .rrant relationship indicates that an

8s tephe n Edel st on Toulmi n , Th~- Us ~s ~i___[~!::.R~me_~!!.
(London: Cambridge Universi t y Press, 1964), p. 100.
9 ..:._
Jb.lCl.•
1

?

p. l OS •
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appeal for "no change" would be cancelled if the circumstance of a "sharp detour to the left" were effected.
Toulmin, writing of the element of rebuttal, commented on
this ability to affect ''the bearing of a warrant."lO

In

a case where the setting aside of the warrant through the
circumstance of rebuttal occurs, it becomes apparent that
the very nature of an argument will ch ange and that a
claim already expressed will need reworki ng.
Nixon's opposition to any spending pro gram which
would increase the cost of government to the nation's
taxpayers was force fully s ta t.e d in th e claim of his argument on the issue of taxes (E - 2).11

The argument is

another example of a substantive proof where the cause to
effect relationship is predictable from the '"ar rant.

A

Toulmin ls.yout reflecting on this relationship follows:

10 Ib "d

.__;!-__ • ' p. 10 1..

llRich a rd M. Nixon~ 9...1?.· .0~!. •, p. 67,
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DATA:
---_...,.-'---3The American p eople are
knowledgeable enough not to
be taken in by a political
sch eme of giving $1,000 back
through the incre ase of
taxes.

CLAIM:

The Democratic proposals
would mean an increase in
taxes of 50 % and I oppose
any new s pen ding program
which will increase
·
taxes.

WARRANT:
The Democratic platform and proposals
will increase the budget $144 billion
and an increase in the cost of programs
is alway s tied to an incre ase in taxes .
BACKING:

Because you know that the promises of every
politici an causes an increase in taxes .
Argument E·· 2 relates the data that "the American
people can see through th e $1,000 Democratic scherne 1 ' _ to a
claim that "this and other programs would increase taxes"
which is the pivotal point for the Nixon opposition.

If

the da ta of this argument pattern is acceptable to a
listener then the logic of the cau se to effect character istic of its proof line leads to acceptance of its claim.
The warrant is the key element in this line of reasoning.
In argument E-1, the warrant predicted the claim.

In argu-

ment E- 2, the tax increase portion of the claim was predictabl e from the information within the warran t) while
the Nixon oppo si tion to a tax increase was an added factor,
and even this fact or was predictable considering the
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nature of the data.
Of interest at this point in a discussi on of argument E- 2 is a noticeable omission of the qualifier in
conjunction with the element of claim.

Ehninger and

Brockriede have written of the qualifier and its use:
The effect expre ss ed in the claim may be
p r edicted with relatively gre a t assurance if (a)
the evidence reports events o r conditions accurately, (b) the warrant stHtes a depend able causal
relationship, and (c) intervening and counter acting cau se s are not present. To the extent
th at a unit of proof lacks th ese conditions, the
claim must be qualif ie d.l2
Nixon, in makin g an unqual ified claim in the argu ment, appeal e d to what he felt would be the inevitable
reaction of an American electorate to the $1,000
Democ r atic propo sa l and its resultant inc rease in taxes.
He wa s certain of its rejection.
The argument on welfare (E -3 )13 is a composite
form ed from two sub - argume nts similar in their mutu a l
opposition to an incre ase in tax es .

Our discussion will

now focus on th e source of the da ta fo r these two s ub argume nts.

12mminger and Bro ckriede , 2JJ..· 5-:i~., pp. 128·· 29 .

13 Ri cha r d M. Ni xon , ~. Et!. , p , 6 7 .
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In the development of his welfare arguments, Nixon
patterned the claim of a preceding proo f as the data for
a succeeding argument.

Thus~

the unit of proof in the

claim of argument E-2 becomes the da ta of the first sub argument in E-3, and the data of the second sub-argument
of E-3 is derived from the claim of the proof preceding it.
Argument E-3 will be explored in an analysis usin g
the Toulmin model:
SUB-ARGUMENT Ill

~A~~l; o;-;-~r~y newsp·;;1 ding--~
program that will increase
taxes.

CLAIM:

I say that instead of
providing incentives for
increasing welfare we
need incentives for decreasing welfare rolls.

WARRANT:
The Democrats have p rop osed legislation
which would increase the welfare rolls
with th e resultant increase in taxes.
SUB-ARGUMENT If 2
DATA: -- - ·
·----,-~~ CLAIM:
I say th at in stead of pr o··
Let us be generous to

vicling incentives for in-

creasing welfare we ne ed in centive s for decre as ing welfare rolls.

those who can't work
without raising the
taxes of those who work.

WARRANT:

We b e liev e it wrong for anyone to receive
more on welfare than someone who works.
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In a sense, example E-3 is a chain argument on the
subject of welfare.

At one end of the chain, the opposi -

tion of Nixon to any program that would increase taxes
functions as the first sub-argument 's data, and the
warrant of this substantive proof asserts a relationship
between an increase in welfare rolls and an increase in
taxes.

In marked contrast the warrant of the second

sub-argument asserts an assumption about a belief in the
goals of welfare assistance, thereby forming a motivational
proof leading to an actuative claim at the other end of
the chain.
Argument E-414 is a summation of what Democratic
economic program costs would mean to

~nericans.

The argu-

ment is an example of a motivational proof establishing
an actuative claim asking for voter rejection of his oppo-

nent's economic programs.
The warrant of argument E-4 functions in the role
of supplying the motives for accepting the claim advanced
by viewing with alarm the costs to America of the

Democratic program.

The claim of the argument appeals to

an electorate to veto this program by voting for an administration who will build and not destroy America.

14rbid., p. 68.

This
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argument is founded in acceptance of the data which predicts the increase of an Ame rican's tax load if the
Democratic economic programs are adopted .

A Toulmin ana-

lysis of this argument follows:
DATA: --·- - Americans pay one third of
their income in taxes. Our
opponent's progr ams would
increase an Americ an's tax
load to over one half of
his income.

CLAIM:
We cannot and we will not
let the Democrats destroy
America.

WARRANT:
The cost of the Demo~ratic econ omic
prog ra m would destroy the American
economic system.
BACKING:
Their pro gr ams have been tried in
other countries and those who have
tried them have regretted it.

LAW AND ORDER
The Nixon argument on law and order (L0-1)15 i s
an examin a tion of the accomplishments made over the rise
in cri me during a four ye ar period.

The warrant of argu··

ment LO-l makes an assertion that the Nixon administration
has wa ged a four year offensive in a fight on crime, and

15 _Ib.~~·, p. 69.
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the claim asks support for this same administration who
will "keep the peace at home."
Following is the analysis of this argument us ing
the Toulmin model:
DATA: -·· - - - ·-----·- --·This administration h as
laun ched an all out offe nse
against crime, narcotics and
again s t permis s iveness in
our country.

-~ CLAIM:

My fellow Americans, I
ask your support for a
program which \vill ke ep
the peace at home.

WARRANT:
Four years ago crime was rising in America
and I promised to stop this rise.

BACKING:
I have kept my promise ancl I shall continue
to implement a philosophy which strengthens
Americ a 's peace forces against Americ a's
criminal force s.
In asking his fellow Americans for suppo rt o f his
law and order program, Nixon is making an actuative claim
establi s hed throu gh a motivational argument.
states the motive for acceptance of the claim.

The warrant
If Nixon's

audi ence is sympathetic to an arresting o f the rise in
crime they will accept the claim and support the administrative program with their votes in November.

To the

individual ,.,.-ho questions the HaT-rant a promise to continue
a policy already in effec t is given.

It is this backing
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which is the next subject of evaluation.
Toulmin proposed the following general rule in
regards to the element of backing:
The kind of backing we must point to if we
are to establish its (the warrants) authority
will change greatly as we move from one field
of argument to another.l6
In the analysis of the foregoing arguments the
differences have been establishe d.

The backing of argu-

ment D- 1 is related to the moral question of classifying
Americans into quotas.

The warrants of arguments E-1 and

L0-1 are defended by appealing to policies which have had

a successful history of implementation.

These differences

point up what Tou J.min calls the ::-ari ~:b i.l~~ ty_ or
depel]de:~

fie}_~

factor in the element of backing.
PEACE AND SECURITY

This section will sample three arguments in the
related areas of peace and United States security.

Argu-

ment PS-1 will focus on th e role of bipartisan politics
in the search for peace; PS- 2 makes an historical evalua··
tion of the first Nixon administration's p r ogress in the

16 1•.ou } m1n,
•

~J2.·

•
A
.cl!_.,
p. 10 •t,
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search for peace; and argument PS- 3 examines a Democratic
proposal that would affect the se curity of the United
States.
An outline of each argument on the Toulmin model
follmvs:
ARGUMENT PS-117

7>

DATA: - - - - ·- - - - - - . -·
Not one president in history
believed that America should
seek peace terms which would
betray our allies and destroy
respect for th e United
States.

CLAIM:
Peace is too important
for partisanship and as
your president I pledge
that I shall [ always )
uphold that proud bi.partisan tradition.

WARRANT:
There have been five pre s idents in my
political lifetime. They had differ ences but they were unit e d in the be lief that America's security interests
and Alile rica's world peace interest s
required American leadership and we
should not be divided into Democrats
or Republicans on th e issue.
BACKI NG:
(Unst a t e d)
Since a pre sid ent' s beli e f s are
[alway s ] wo r thy of suppo r t .
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ARGUMENT PS-z18
DATA:
~-? CLAIM:
Through this administration's
policies we h ave reduced U.S.
involvement in th e war and
have made the initial moves
to negotiate a s ettlement.
WARRANT:
Four years ago I pl e dged
to seek an hono rable end
to the Vietnam war. _ __

BACKING:
We have ma de great pro gress towards ending
· the

18

vl ar.

rb_
-.l· d., pp. 70 - 7J. .

REBUTTAL:
But there are three
things we have not and
will not do.
1. We will not abandon
our POW's.
2. We will not impo se
communism on South
Vietn am.
3. We will never st ain
the honor of the U.S.
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ARGUMENT PS-319
DATA: - - - ---- - - -- - - Our opponents have propo se d
massive cuts in our def ense
budget.

~ CLAIM:

We will never spend less
than we ne ed . If we do,
the initiatives for peace
would b e destroyed a nd
the security of the U.S.
and the rest of the world
would be thr e atened.

\·IJARRANT:
If the U.S. reduce s its defe nse the
danger of war will increase.
BACKING:
It can t r uly be said that as a result
of our initiative s $ the danger of wa r
is les se ned and the ch ances for peace
are greater.
Our administration has cut defense
e xpend i tun~ s. It now takes the
lowest p e rcenta ge of ou r nati onal
pr odu ct in 20 ye a rs .
Argument PS - 1 is an example of an authoritative
argument in which the credibility of five previous Presi dents i s used for the a dv ancement of a claim.

The argu-

ment moves from data to cla i m on the authori zation of a
warran t which r e f le cts on the hi s tori ca l si gnificance of
the fact that five Preside nts put th e ir differences aside
and \vere unified in their belief on the issue of peace.
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The claim of this argument is modified by addition
of a qualifier.

Nixon uses the term "alw ays" in a way

th at adds to the believability of the claim through registering the fact that any attempted rebuttal to Nixon's
pledge will

11

always" be refuted by the action of upholding

the tradition of bipartisanship on his part.
Proof PS-2 is another example of a subst antive argument.

A detail of the argument which needs a particular

commen tary at this point is the absence of a claim.
Histori cally , Nixon could not make a claim for
peace which would have been the natural product of the evidence and warrant as they were stated in the argmnent.

In-

stead, the strategy of setting aside the claim through the
use of rebuttal was executed, and it was ac complished
through the statement of three counterproofs that held
greater validity at a particular moment in history than the
potential claim.
The final argument in th is series is an example of a
straightfo rwar d cause to effe ct substantive proof.

The

warrant of PS-3 predicts that the danger of war will incre ase if defense spending is cut, and the claim advanced
relates a threat to United States s ecurity and destruction
of pe a ce initiatives to the Democratic proposal for defense
cuts.
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AMNESTY
A minor issue raise d by Nixon before the convention,
and one rel ate d to the United Ste1tes involvement in the
Vietn am war was the question of amnesty (A - 1)20 for those
who chose not to serve their country in the Arme d Services.
Nixon took a hard line on this issue and hi s claim to honor
and respe ct those in the Armed Forces who se rved in the war
was an indirect rej ection of amnesty for those who "chose
to desert their country rather than serve it in Vietnam."
Th e hard lin e that the Nixon argument followed is ana lyzed
in this manner :
DATA : ---------------·-·-----~
There has been a great deal of /
talk about providing amnes ty
for those Ame ricans who chos e
to desert their country.

CLAIM:
Let us give those who
serve America in Nar the
honor and respect that
they have ear~ed.

11\,.
WARRANT:
It i s time we put the - - REBUTTAL:
emphasis where it belongs . But th ere is the tenden cy
to run down tho se who
serve America.

BACKING:
The heroes of the war are those who
chose to serve their country rath e r
than desert it.

------·---· --2 0 l.!?_i d. ' pp.
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In this motivational argument Nixon is asking for
the audience to respond by evaluating and. acce pting a
claim to give re s pect and honor to those who have served
their country.

To garnish acceptance Nix on offers a token

rebutt a l with the negative implications of " running down
those who h ave served America," a motivati ng factor which
the great majority of listen ers would disfavor.
NUCLEAr~ ARMA?-.1El~T

Also tied to the issue of United Stat es security
· th
.. ·
· · t :a t 1on
·
1s
. e que s ·c1on
o f- nuc 1 ear arms 1.1nn

c dH
~ · A - 1)
. • 21
·

Nixon employed an authoritative proo f usi n g a personal
perspective of histo r y in furnis hin g the dat a of the argu ment.

The positive tone of the argument indicates a

strongly h eld conviction that the initial steps already
accomplished will lead to the eventuality of total nuclear
arms control.
A Toulmin analysis of this argument follows on
page 49:

21 -I l . d
_)_1_ . , p.
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DATA:
--~
/
When the history of this
period is written, I believe
that it will be recorded
that our most significant
contributions to peace re sulted from our trips to
. . • Moscow.

CLAIM:
We have laid the foundation for further limi tation on nuclear weapons
and eventually reducing
the armaments in the
nuclear area .

WARRANT:
We have taken the first step in limiting
the nuclear arms race.
BACKING:
Within the space of four years we have
moved from confrontation to negotiation
to cooperation with the Soviet Union.

CHAPTER V
A SUMJv!ARY AND DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to investigate the
~oulmin

model and to assess its value in the analysis of

complex arguments.

The model has been used in analysis of

selected arguments of a contemporary politician, and it
was found that the design of the model, coupled with the
advantage of having six elements for use, a re contributing
factors to the ease with which the part s of an argument
are determined.

Further, it is felt th at these factors

aid greatly in the recognition and clas sifica tion

o~

argu-

ment types.
In testing the model's Hork ability it has been
shown that a particular line of reasoning is typified by
the warrant use d in the body of the argumen t.

In a moti-

v ational mode of argumen ta tion assumptions are made in an
argument 's warrant about the psychological factors of the
audience bei ng a dd ressed.

Sub stantive argume nts are shown

to employ a warrant pattern relat in g to facts of an exter nal nature.

And, authoritative proofs are warranted by

assertions made about the source of an argument's dat a .
It i s noted that the study reve a led the three
50
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instrumental elements basic to any type of argument remain
a constant while the added elements peculiar to the Toulmin
construct arc variables
cl aim .

dcpend~nt

upon the needs of the

The p at t ern of employment of these additional ele-

me nts changed in each argume nt studied, m1d it was shown
how the use of an additional element con tr ibuted to the
nature of an argument's claim.
1be examples of argument analysis in this study have
established that the Toulmin model does reduce a complex
argument to a single unifying c onstr uct, and this prin ciplc, it is felt, simplified the analysis and classification process that followed.
The analysis of reasoning completed in the body of
thi s study sustained a nUJnbe:c of rules established during
the design of the Toulmin model.

The rules gaining a

measure of confirmation from th e study were:
1.

Data of some kind must be produced if there is
to be an argument: a conc lus ion without da ta
for support is no a rgument .

2.

Data are applied
implicitly.

3.

Th e element of backin g will change grea tly as
we mov e from one field of argument to another
due to the field depen de nt factor o f backing.

4.

An argument's claim c an be modified by the elements of rebuttal and qualifier. The modifier
of rebuttal refut es the force of a claim and the
qualifier alters its degree of believability.

~o

expli citly, warrants
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This study suggests that the Toulmin model does have
a breadth of application in the field of argumentation.

It

offers to the speechmaker a tool for the analysis and
selection of material in the structuring of deductive argu rnents.

For the listener it offers a mode of critical

evaluation leading to the recognition of an argument's
strengths and weaknesses.

Thus, the model has value for

anyone in need of a tool for the analysis of arguments.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
There is a characteristic of the model which offers
great potential for innovation in the field of argumentation.

Gary Cronkhite, in writing of the alternatives of

a simple or a complex model, puts faith in the ''glorious

prospect" of computer simulation in handling the complex ities of a model needed for mirroring the reality of arguments with even g r eater complexities known now.l

It is

apparent to this writer th a t there is more than a noticeable similarity between the Toulmin model and th e "flow

chart principle" us ed in computer simulation, and it is
this apparent affinity to a systems appro a ch of argument

1 Gary Cronkhite, Persua s ion: ___§_pe ech and Behavioral
Ch ar.t ge ( J\ ew York : The Bol) h s :·Me
11 C
a iiy;-·-l 9

i.--r·l

p--:-80.

o"mp
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analysis which has led the present writer to design a
varia tion of this principle using the Toulmin model as a
base for its logic.

The design of this model is presented

in Figure 1.
Before this model for the computer simulation becomes a concre te method for analyzing arguments, a firm
foundation fo r a systems approach to argumentation must be
cons tructed.

The Toulmin model offers the building blocks

for this foundation 1 yet, there h as been little exploration undertak en to discover the weaknesses of the model in
this new role.

Be fore a computer program for the ana.lys is

of arguments becomes a reality this must be accomplished.
Establishing the system's parameters is of paramount· importance.

This can only come through addit iona l study and

as each bit of information is discovered, it will add to a
body of knowledge which will determine the future paten··
tialities that the Toulmin model holds for argumentation
theory, and it is this writer's predicti on that the systems
approach to argument analysis is moving out of the realm
of possibility because of the sophistication of advanced
compute r techniques, a nd rapidly b ec oming a real ity.
is the f uture of the Toulmin model .

This

Figure 1
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A
REl•lARKS OF PRESIDENT NIXON TO THE
1972 REPUBLICAN CONVENTION
Mr. Chairman, Delegates to this convention, my
Fellow Americans:
Four years ago, standing in this very place, I
proudly accepted your nomination fo~ President of the
United States.
With your help and with the votes of millions of
Americans, we won a great victory in 1968.
Tonight, I again prdudly accept your nomination for
the President of the United States.
Let us pledge ourselves to win an even greater
victory this November in 1972.
I congratulate Chairman Ford. 1 congratulate
Chairman Dol e, Anne Armstiong and hundreds of oth ers who
have laid the foundation for that victo ry by their lvork at
this great convention.
Our program is a dynami c program for progress for
America and for peace in the world.
Spe aking in a very personal sense, I express my
deep gratitude to this conventi on for the tribute you have
paid to the best campaigner in the Nixon family--my wife
Pat. In honori ng her, you have hono red millions of women
in America who have contri but ed in the past an d will contribute i n the future so very much to better gove r nment
in this country.
Again, as I did last night, when I was not at the
convention, I e xpress the appreciati on of all the delegates and of all A~erica for letting us see young America
at its best at our convention. As l express my appreciation to you, I want to say that you have inspired us with
your enthusiasm, with your intelligence, with your dedication at this conve ntion. You have made us realize that
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this is a year when we can prove the experts ' predictions
because we can set as our goal winning a majority
of the new voters for our ticket this November.

wrong~

I pledge to you, all of the new voters in America
who are listening on television and listening here in this
convention hall, that I will do everything that I can over
these next four years to make your support be one that you
can be proud of, because, as I said to you last night, I
feel it very deeply in my heart: years from now I \vant
you to look back and be able to say that your first vote
was one of the best votes you ever cast in your life.
Mr. Chairman, I congratulate the delegates to this
convention for renominating as my running mate the man who
has just so eloquently and graciously introduced me, Vice
President Agnew.
I thought he was the best man for the job four years
ago.
I think he is the best man for the job today.
And I am not going to change my mind tomorrow.

-- ------·- --·---

·-------·--·- - -

Finally as the Vice President has indicated,
you have demonstrated to the nation that we can
have an open convention without dividing Americans
into quotas.
Let us commit ourselves to rule out every
vestige of discrimination in this country of ours.
But my fellow Americ ans, the way to end discrimination against some is not to begin discrimin a tion
against others.
Dividing Americans into quotas is totally
alien to the American tradition.
AmeTicans don't 1-.rant to be part of a quota.
They want to be part of America. This nation
proudly calls itself the United States of America.
Let us reject any philosophy that would make us
the divided people of Ame rica.
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In that spirit, I address you tonight, my fellow
Americans, not as a partisan of party, which would divide
us , but as a partis an of prin ciples which can unite us.
Six weeks ago, our opponents at their convention
rejected many of the great principles of the Democrati c
Party. To those millions who have be en driven ou t of
their home in the Demo cratic Party, we say come home . We
say come home not to another p ar ty, but we say come home
to the great principles we ~neric ans b e lieve in together.
And I ask you, my fellow funerican s~ tonight to join
us not in a coalition held together only by a desire to
gain power, I ask you to join us as memb ers of a new
American majority bound together by our common ideals.
I ask everyone listening to me tonight--D emo crats,
Republic ans, Independents, to join our new majority- - not
on the b asis of the party label you wear in you r lapel,
but on the basis of what you believe in your hearts.
In asking fo r your support I shall not dwell on
the record o f our administration which ha s been praised
perhaps too generously by others at this convention.
We have made great progress in the se past four
years.
It c an truly be said that we h ave chang ed America
and that America has changed the world. As a result of
what we have done Ameri ca today is a bette1~ place and the
world is a safer place to live in than was the case four
years ago.
We can be pro ud of th at record, but we shall neve r
be satisfied. A record is not s omething to stand on; it
is something to build on.
Toni ght I do not ask you to join our new majority
b ecause of wh at we h ave done in the past. I ask your suppor t of the p rin ciples I beli eve should det ermine
America 's future.
The choice in this election is not betwe en radical
ch ange and no change. The choice in thi s election is between change that works an d change that won't work.
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I begin with an article of faith.
It has become fashionable in recent years to point
up what is wrong with what is called the American system.
The critics contend it is so unfair, so corrupt, so unjust, that we should tear it down and substitute something
else in its place.
·
I

totally disagree.

I believe in the American

system.
I have travelled to 80 countries in the past 25
years, and I have s een Communi st systems , I have seen
Socialist systems, I have seen systems that are half
Socialist and half free.
Every time I come home to America, I realize how
fortunate we are to live in this great and good country.
Every time I am reminded that we have more freedom,
more opportun:i. ty and more prosperity than any p eople in
the world.
--------~----------

We have the highest g r owth rate of any in dustrial nation.
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Americans have more iobs at high er W<J.ges
than in any c ount ry of the ~orld. Our ra te of
inflation is less t han that of any indus trial
nation.
The incomparabl e produ ctivity of America's
farmer has mad e it pos s ible for us to l a m1ch a
winning war against hunger in the United States,
and that Productivity of our farmers also make s
us the best fed people in the world with th e
lowest p erce ntage of the family budget going to
food of any country in th e world .
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We can be gratef ul in this count r y that the people
on welfare in America would be rich in most of the nations
of the world today.
Now, my fe11mv Americans, in pointing up those
things, H C do not overloo k the fact that our system h as
problems .

it~;
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Our administration, as you know, h as provided the
big ge st tax cut in history, but taxes are still too high.
That is why one of the goa ls of our next adm inistration is to reduce the property tax which is such an unfair and he avy burden on th e poor, the elderly, the wage
earner, the farmer and tho se on fixed incomes.
As all of you know~ we h ave cut inflation in half
in this administration, but we have got to cut j _t further.
We must cut it further so th at we can contin ue to expand
on th e greatest accomplishment of our ec onomic policy:
for the first time in five years, wage in creases in America
are not being eaten up by price incre a ses.
As a result of the millions of new jobs
created by our nm.,r economic policies, un employment
today in America is less than the peace time average of the 60 1 s, but we must c on tinue the unpar alled increase in new jobs so that we can achieve
the great goal of our new pro s perity- -a job for
every Ameri can who wants work, without war and
without inflati on. Th e way to reach this go a l i s
to stay on th e ne\·J road we h ave charted t o move
Ameri ca forward and not to take a sh arp detour t o
the left) wh ich would le ad to a dead end for the
hope s of the American people.
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This po ints up one of the cle ares t choices in this
campaign. Our op p onents believe in a different philosophy.
Theirs is t he pol itics of patern alis 1n, ivhe re mast er
planners in Washington make decisions fo r people.
Ou rs is the politics of people--where p eop l e make
decisions for themselves.

-------------·---·--------------·-·- - -------------------The pr oposal that they have made to pay
$ J. , 0 0 0 to eve ry p e r s on in Ame r i c a ins u 1 t s the
intelli gence of the American voters.
Because y ou know that every po litician ' s
promise has a pric e - - the taxp aye r pays th e bi11.

t
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The American people are not going to be
taken in by any scheme where goverriment gives
money with one h and and then takes it away 'vi th
the oth er.
Their platform promises everything to
everybody, but at an inc rease not in t he budget
of $144 billion, but listen to what it means to
you, the taxpayers of this country. That would
mean an increase of 50 per cent in what the taxpayers of America pay. I oppose any new spend ing progr~ms which would increase the tax burden
ori the already overburdened American taxpayer.
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And they have propo sed legislation which
would add 82 million people to the welfare rolls.
I say that instead of providing incenti.ves
for millions of more Americans to go on welfare,
we need a progrmn which will provide incentives
for people to get off of welfare and to go to
work.
·
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We believe that it is wrong for anyone to
receive more on welfare th an for someone who
works. Let us be generous to those who can't
work without incr~asing the tax burden of those
who do work.

N
T

And while we are talking about welfare, let us quit
treating our senior citizens in this country like welfare
recipients. They worked hard al l th ei r lives to build
America. And as the builders of America, they h ave not
asked for a handou t. What they ask for is what they have
earned--that is retirement in dignity and self-respect.
Let's give that to our senior citizens .

----------------\1rhen you add up the cost of all the
programs our opponents h ave propose.d, you reach
only one conclusion: They would destroy the
system which has made America number one in the
No1·r ,
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world economi cally.
Listen to thes e facts: Ame rican s today
pay one-third of all their income in tax es. If
th eir programs were adopted, Americans would pay
over one-half of lvhat they earn in taxes. This
means that if their programs are adopted,
American wage earners would be working more for
the government than they would for themselves.
Once we cross this line, we cannot turn
back because the incentive which makes the
Americ an economic system the most productive in
the world would be destroyed.
Theirs is not a new approach. It has been
tried before in countries abro ad , and I can tell
you that those who have tried it have lived to
regret it.
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We cannot and lve wi 11 not let them do
this to America.

----·- - Let us always be true to the principle that h as made
Ameri ca the world's most prosperous nation - - that here in
America a person should get what he woxks for and work for
what he gets.
Let me illustr ate the difference in our philosophies.
Because of our free economic system, what we have done is
to build a great building of economic we alth and money in
America. It is by far the tallest building in the world
and we are sti l l adding to it. Now because some of the
window s are broken, they say te ar it down and start again.
We say, replace the windows and keep building. That is the
difference.
Let me turn now to a second area wh ere my beliefs
are totally diffe rent from thos e of our opponents.

----·-·----------------------- --------·--·--·-·-------Four years ago crime was rising all over
America <:Lt an unprecede nted rate. Even our
nation' s capital was called the crime capital of
the world. I pledged to stop th e rise in crime.
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In order to keep that pledge, I promised i n the
election campaign that I wo uld appoint judges to
the Federal courts, and particularly to the
Supreme Court, who would recognize that the first
civil right of every American is to b e free from
domestic violence.
I h ave k e p t t hat p rom i s e • I am p r o u d of
the appointments I have made to the courts, and
particularly proud df those I have made to the
Supreme Court of the United States. And I pledge
again tonight ~ as I did four years ago, that ·
·whenever I have the opportun:L ty to make more appointments to the courts, I shall continue to
appoint judges \vho share my philosophy that we
must strengthen the peace forces against the
criminal forces in America.

We have launched an all - out offensive
against crime, narcotic~, a~ainst permissiveness
in our country.
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I want the peace officers across America
to know that they have the total backing of
their Pre sident in their fight a gainst crime.

My fellow Alilericans, as we move tO\vard
peace abroad, I ask you to support our programs
which will keep the peace at home.
Now, I turn to an issue of overriding im portance, not only to this election, but for
generations to come - -the progre s s we have made
in building a new structure of p e ace in the
\vo rld.
Peace is too important for partisanship.
There have been five Presidents in my political
lifetime- - Franklin D. Roosevelt, Harry Truman,
Dwight Eisenhower~ John F. Kennedy and Lyndon
J olms on.
They had differences on some issues, but
they were united in th e ir belief that where the
security of America or the peace of the world
was involved we are not Republicans, we are not
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Democrats.
always.

We arc Americans, first, last and

These five Preside nts were united in their
total opposition to isolation for America and in
their beli ef that the interests of the United
States an d the interests of world peac e require
that America be strong enough and intelligent
enough to assume the responsibilities of leader ship in the world.
They were united in a conviction that
the United States should h ave defense sec ond
to none in the world.
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They were all men who hated war and were
dedicated to peac e .
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But not one of these five men and no
President in our h isto ry believed th at Americ a
should ask an enemy for peace on terms that
would bet ray our allies and destroy respect for
the United States all over the wor ld.
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As you r Pre side nt, I pledge that I s hall
always uphold th at proud bipartis an tradition.

---------------•

•

It

'

Standing in this Convention Hall four years ago,
I pledged to seek an honor able end to the war
in Vietnam. We have made . great _pro gress toward
that end. We have brough t over half a million
men home and more Hi 11 be coming home. We have
ended America 's gro un d combat role. No draftees
are bein g sent to Vietnrun. We have reduced our
casualties by 98 percent . We have gone t he extra
mile, in fact, we have gone ten thousands of miles
trying to seek a negotiated settlement of the war.
We have offered a ceasefire, a total withdrawal
of all American forces, an exchan ge of all prison··
ers of war) internationally s upervised free elections with the Communis ts p artici p a tin g in the
elections and their supe rvis ion.
There are three thin gs, however, th a t we
have not an d that we will not o ffer .
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We ~ill never abandon our prisoners of
·war.
Second, we will not join our enemies in
imposing a Communist government on our allies - the 17 million people of South Vietnam.
And we will never stain the honor of the
United States of America.
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Now I realize that many, particularly in this political year, wonde r why we insist on an honorable peace in
Vietnam. From a political standpoint they suggest that
since I was not in office when over a half million American
men were sent there, that I should end the war by agreeing
to impose a Communist government on the people of South
Vietnam and just blame the whole catastrophe on my predecessors.
This might be good politics, but it would be disastrous to the cause of peace in the world. If, at this
time, we betray our allies, it will discourage our friends
abro a d and it will encourage our enemies to engage in
agg r ession.
In areas like the Mideast, which are danger ar~as,
small nations \vho rely on the friendship and support of the
United States would be in deadly jeopardy.
To our friends and allies in Europe, Asia, the
Mideast and Latin America, I say the United States \vill
continue its great bipartisan tradition--to stand by our
friends and neve r desert them.

Now in discussing Vietnam, I have noted
that in thi s election year there has been a
great de al of t a lk about providin g amnesty for
these few hundred American s who chose to desert
their country rather than serve it in Vietnam.
I think it is time that we put the emphasis
where it belongs. The real heroes are two and
one-half million young funericans who chose to
serve their country rather than de sert it. I
say to you toni ght, in th e se times whe n there
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is so much of a tendency to run down those who
have serve d Ame rica in the past and who serve
it today, let us give tho se who serve in the
Armed For ces and those who have serve d in
Vietn am the honor and the respect that they
de serve and that they have earned.
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·------------- - - -T- ---Finally, in this connection, let one t hing be clearly understood in this el ec tion campaign: Th e American
peop le will not tolerate any attempt by our enemies to inter fere in the cherished r ight of the American voter to
make h is own de cision with regard t o what i s best for
Amer ica without outsi de intervention.
Now it is unde rstan dable that Vietn am has been a
major concern in foreign policy.
But we have not allowed the war in Vi etnam to paralyze our capacity to initi ate h ist ori c new policies to construct a la sting and just peace in t he world.

When th e history of this p e ri od is wr itten,
I belcve it will be recorded th at our most signi fica nt contributions to peace resulted from our
trips to Peking and to Mas cow.
The di alog ue that we have begun with the
Peopl es Republ ic of China h as reduced the danger
of war and h as increas e d t he chance for p e ace ful cooperation be tween two great peoples.
Within th e space of four years in our relati on s with the Soviet Union we have move d from
con frontation to negotiation, and t hen to cooperation in the interest of peace.
We have taken th e first step in limiting
the nu c lear arms race.
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We have laid the foundation for furth er
limi. tations on nuclear weapons and eventually of
reducing the armame nt s in th e nuclear area.

- -- - - -- --- ·---------- -·--- -- - ·-- - - ·-··-·-·-·-----------
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We can, the ref ore, not only reduce the enormous cost
of arms for both our countries, but we can increase the
chances for peace.
More than on any oth er single issue, I ask you, my
fellow Americans, to give us the chance to continue these
great initiatives that can contribute s o much to the future
of peace in the world.

--------·--------It can truly be said that as a result of
our initiatives , the danger of war is less today
than it was; the chances for pe ace arc greater.
Our opponents have proposed mass ive cuts
in our defe nse budget which would have the ine~itable effect of making the Uni ted States th e
sicond strongest nation in the world.
For the United States unilaterally to
reduce its strength with the naive h ope that
other n at ions would do lik ewise woul d increase
the dan ger of war in the world.
It would c omplet ely remove any incenti ve
of other nations to agre e t o a mutual li mitation or reduction of arms.
The promising initiatives we h ave under taken would be destr oyed.
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The security of the Un ite d St ates and
all of the nations in the world that de pend on
our friendship and s up p ort would he threatened.
Let' s look at the r ec ord of defense ex penditures. We h ave cut spending in our admini s t r at i on .
I t n mv t a k e s the 1 m.,r c s t p e r c e n tag e
of our n ati onal product in 20 years . We should
not s pend more on def en se than we ne e d. But
we mu st neve r spend less than we need.

---------------------·-------------·--- -·
What we must understand is~ spending what we nee d
on defen se will co s t us mon ey. Sp ending l ess than we need
Hill cost us our lives or our fl'eedom.
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So tonight, my fellow Americans, I say, let us take
risks for peace , but let us never risk the security of the
United States of America.
It is for that reason that I pledge that \ve will
continue to seek peace and the mutual reduction of arms.
The United State:;~ during this period, however, will always
have a defense second to non e.
There are those who believe that we can entrust the
security of America to the good will of our adversaries.
Those who hold this view do not know the rea l world.
We can negotiate limit ation of arms and we have do ne so.
We can make agreements to reduce the danger of war, and
we have clone so.
But one unch angeabl e rule of international diplo macy that I have lea~n e d over many many years i s that, in
negoti a tions between grea t powers, you can only get something if you have something to give in return.
Th at is ·why I say toni ght : Let us alw ays be sure
that when the President of the United States goes tq the
conference table, he never has to ne goti ate from weakness.
There is no such thing as a retreat to peace.
!vly fellow Ameri cans, we stand on the threshold of
one of the most e xciting and challenging eras in the
histo ry of relation s between nations.
We have the opportunity in our time to
makers of t he world, because the world trusts
us, and because the worl cl knows that we shall
power to defend freedom, neve r to des troy it;
peace, never to break it.

b e the peaceand respects
only use our
to keep the

A strong America is not the enemy of peace ; it is
the guardian of peace.
The initiatives that we have b egun can re s ult in
reducing th e danger of arms, as well as the dan ger of war
which h angs over th e world today .
Even more important 1 it means that the enormous
creative energies o f the Russian people and of the Chinese
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people and the American people and all the great peoples of
the world can be turned away from the production of war and
turned toward production for peace.
In America it means that we can undertake programs
for progress at home that will be just as exciting as the
great initiatives we have undertaken in building a new
structure of peace abroad.
My fellow Americans, the peace divident that we hear
so much about has too often been described solely in monetary terms--how much money we could take out of the arms
budget and apply to our domestic needs. By far the biggest
dividend, however, is that achieving our goal of a lasting
peace in the world would reflect the deepest hopes and
ideals of all the American people.
Spe aking on behalf of the Americ an people, I lvas
proud to be able to say in my television address to the
Russian people in May: "We· covet no one else's territory.
We seek no dominion over any other nation. We seek peace
not only for ourselves, but for all the people of the
\'lorlcl."
This dedication to idealism run s throu gh America's
history.
During the war between the States, Abraham Lincoln
lvas asked whether God was on his side. He replied, 11 My
concern is not whether God is on our side, but whether we
are on God's side. 11
May that alway s be our prayer for America.
We hold the futur e of peace in the world and our
own future in our hands. Let us reject therefore the policies of those who whine and whimper about our frustrations
and call for us to turn inward.
Let u.s not turn away from greatness.
The chance ftJnerica now has to lead the v.;ay to a.
lasting peace in the world may never come aga1n.
With faith in God and faith in ourselves and faitl1
in our country, let us have the vision and the courage to
seize the moment and meet the challen ge before it slips
away.
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On your television screen last night, you saw the
cemetery in Lenn igra d I visited on my trip to the Soviet
Union--where 300~000 people died in the siege of that city
during World War II.
girl.

At the cemetery I saw the picture of a 12 year old
She was a beautiful child. He r name was Tanya.

I read her diary.
It tells the terrible story of
war. In the simple words of a child s he wrote of the
deaths of the members of her family. Zhenya in December.
Granni e in Janua ry . Then Yeka. Th e n Uncle Vasya. Then
Uncle Losha. Then Marna in May. And finally-·· these were
the last words in her diary: !tAll are dead. Only Tanya
is left. 11

Let us think of Tanya and of the other Tanya's and
their brothers and sisters everywhere in Russia, in China?
in America, as we proudly meet our responsibilities for
leadership in the world in a way worthy of a great people.
I ask you.~ my fellow Americans~ to join in our new
majority not just in the cause of winning an election, but
in achieving a hope that mankind has had since the beginning of civilization. Let us build a peace t h at our
children and all the children of the world can enjoy for
. generations to come.

